
PUT A LITTLE 
LOVE IN YOUR 
HEART (WITH 
LOVE TRAIN) 
  

Measure 2-17  
This section is done as an add-on.   

• Beats 1-4 High jazz hands, sway right - left. 
• Beat 5, hands to legs 
• Beat 6, right hand up 
• Beat 7, left hand up 
• Beat 8, grab hands with persons on both sides. 
• Beat 9-16 While holding hands, sway or step-touch right/left rotating arms 

train motion. Repeat again adding more people until measure 18. in a 
Measure 18 

 
 

Flat palms, across audience, left to right. 
Measure 19  
Forward, cr
Measure 20 

oss arms with snaps low; lean back, uncross arms with snaps up. 

Snake right
Measure 21 

, left arm pulls up to che t. s
 

Roll left arm down then snap, roll left arm up then snap.  Body leans with the 
f left arm.  direction o

Measure 22  
Roll left arm down then snap, roll left arm up then snap.  Body leans with the 
direction of left arm.  
Measure 23  
Snake right, left arm pulls up to chest. 
Measure 26-29 
This section is done as an add-on. When done with pattern, clap right and left 
with sways until Measure 30. 

• Beats 1-4 Cross hands above head 2X as if vogueing a la Madonna.  Then 
open hands like a “V” and close them together above head. 

•  5-8  Bring closed hands d wn front of body right, left, right, left. Beats
Measure 30 

o
 

Both hands point right, step-touch 2X right. 
Measure 31  
Both thumbs
Measure 32 

 to chest 2X, step-touch 2  left. X
 

Both hands 
Measure 33 

down with palms to floor. 
 

Lift both hands up and step 4X in place or move forward. 
Measure 34-41   
Same as beginning, but all do at the same time.  No add-on. Second Verse can be 
performed the same as first verse. 
Measure 43-47  
This section is a _break-down_ section. My suggestion is that each section 
create its own dance or movement.  Simple, but it lets the students be involved.  
It also creates an ad lib affect and reflects what is happening musically. 
Measure 48  
All stop, pointing right hand forward to audience on the word put, then pull 
hands to chest on the word love, with body and head leaning slightly back with 

ok.  Strong. an affected lo
Measure 49-62  
Continue as before with chorus.   



Possibly some students could move around stage dancing, or into audience.  All 
begin clapping above head towards end of final chorus.  Lots of options to build 
the song. 
Measure 63  
All point right hand forward on the word put, then create a final pose with lots 
of positions and jazz hands on the word heart and hold for applause! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
 
 
 


